In this article we study the behaviour of translation invariant experiments. The main result establishes necessary and sufficient conditions for the local approximation of a sequence of suitably normalized product experiments by Gaussian shifts with respect to the weak convergence. Moreover, it turns out that the local asymptotically normal (LAN) condition with uniform remainders with respect to the local parameter can be characterized in terms of the local behaviour of the Hellinger distances. This result depends on the fact that a convergent sequence ,Z?$ is always equicontinuous if & is convergent. The result answers a question which has been posed in the author's article about "the convergence of almost regular statistical experiments to Gaussian shifts" (In Proceedings, 4th Pannonian Sympos. Math. Statist., Bad Tatzmannsdorf, 1983). The proofs rely on a theorem showing that binary experiments can be treated by positive definite functions. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc.
The local approximation of a normalized sequence of experiments 4, = F-J', a", U'~.o)oe R k) by Gaussian shifts is one of the most important areas in asymptotic statistics. In the past various conditions for the validity of a LAN expansion (local asymptotically normal) of the corresponding likelihood processes were published, cf. LeCam [9] , Hajek [3] , Ibragimov and Has'minskii [4] . The results are based on the fundamental paper of LeCam [9] . Stronger approximations were considered by LeCam [8], Michel and Pfanzagl [13] , Milbrodt [14, 151. In the literature there exists a number of known examples--called almost regular experiments-where the LAN condition is fulfilled but the standard assumptions, the L2-differentiability of LeCam, are violated. In a preceding paper [6] the author made an attempt to attack the problem for translation invariant experiments E = (52, '?I, (Ps)e, Rk). In this connection a partial answer was given. If, roughly speaking, the square of the Hellinger
PRELIMINARIES
In this section the notation is introduced and some definitions of LeCam [ 123 are recalled. Let E = (Q, '3, (PH)BE8 ) be a statistical experiment. Then E" denotes the nth product experiment of E consisting of the product measures Pg. If 0 = { 1,2} then we write E in the condensed form {P,, P2}. Denote by the Hellinger transform of E which is defined on the set { Z=( Zi ) i el E Co, l l ' : Ci EI zi= 1, I finite}, Pi6 ~1, for itz Zc 0. Note that H, = (HE)". If E, F are experiments for the same parameter space 0 then H,= H, iff E-F in LeCam's sense [12] .
Let dP,/dP, denote the RadonNikodym density of the absolutely continuous part of P, with respect to P,, cf. [19] . Then the weak convergence of classes of experiments (with respect to -) is defined by the weak convergence of all finite dimensional marginal distributions of the log-likelihood ratio process
By definition for all finite subsets I c 0, s E I.
is the Hellinger metric and II*II is the norm of total variation of measures. It is known that H{,,)(4, i)= 2 $ W, Q,.
1 -&P, Q) and 2&l', Q) < IIP-Qll < If T is a linear space then an experiment E = (Q, 94 (P,),, T) is said to be translation invariant if E -(a, 2I, (P, + h)ts T) for all h E T. It is continuous if t + P, is 11. II-continuous, provided T is a metrizable real vector space.
Define
US= (Q, '% U'a,)rs~) for a>O,aER.
An experiment E on R" is called a Gaussian shift if E is equivalent to the experiment (UP, Tk, (N(T2, r)) fE Rk), where N(a, r) denotes the normal distribution with mean a and covariance matrix r on [Wk. A Gaussian shift has the Hellinger transform HIP,,,j(z,
L(ts) L(t))'-+ 1 for t-+0 and all s>O.
MAIN RESULTS
(2.1) LEMMA. Let E, = (Sz,, 'f&, (P,,,),, R k) be a sequence of translation invariant continuous experiments such that E, + E, E = (52, %, (PB)Bt Iwk), is weakly convergent. Then the subsequent assertions are equivalent.
(i) E, is equicontinuous, i.e., 8 + P,,, is equicontinuous with respect to II . II.
(ii) E is continuous.
The implication (i) + (ii) is well known and valid without restrictions while the converse assertion heavily relies on the translation invariance. The non-trivial part applies to the following situation. Let E be a translation invariant continuous experiment for an arbitrary normed vector space T. If U6.E" tends weakly to a continuous experiment F for a sequence 6,lO of real numbers then F is stable,' i.e., U,,IIrF-F for some p > 0 and each n E N, cf. [ 181.
In case of translation invariant experiments the equicontinuity of U6"E" always holds on finite dimensional subspaces of T. Thus (2.2) sharpens Theorem (2.9) of Strasser [18] if the experiments are translation invariant.
Next we consider a Gaussian shift F with covariance r on T= Rk. Then F is continuous, translation invariant, and stable with the index of stability p = 2. A sequence U6.E" is said to be locally asymptotically normal (LAN) if U6,E" tends weakly to a Gaussian shift F. The concept of LAN sequences ' F is called stable or scale invariant.
683;20. I-Y goes back to LeCam [9] , see also Hajek [3] , Ibragimov and Has'minskii [4] , and Strasser [19, (80.6) ]. It is our intension to give a version of the LAN condition which is uniform on compact sets w.r.t. the remainders of the local parameter. On the other hand, necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the Hellinger distance are proved. (i) There exists a sequence of positive real numbers 6, + 0 such that U6,E" tends weakly to the Gaussian shift F with covariance F.
(ii) There exists a function L on (0, 00) being slowly varying at 0 and positive in a neighbourhood of 0 such that
for all x E Rk, t E (0, co).
(iii) There exists a sequence of positive real numbers 6, + 0 such that the likelihood ratio admits the following expansion: dP;JdP;f = exp( t'X, -4 t'rt + R,(t)).
(1) 9(X, 1 P;f) + N(0, F) weakly. The results are proved in Section 5.
(2.4) Remarks. (i) The theorem improves a result of the author [6, Theorem 41. In this paper it is pointed out that (2.3)(ii) is necessary for LAN sequences of translation invariant experiments. Conversely it has been proved that the Gaussian shift F is a weak accumulation point of Ud,E" if (ii) is fulfilled. Note that (2.3) together with the results of [6] implies that (Q", 2II", (O;= I P,,),, Iw k) tends to a Gaussian shift if IX,"=, 4jW4,jl 1 converges to a # 0 and maxi, n I d,,,I -+ 0.
(ii) The LAN-condition only depends on the local structure of the Hellinger transforms at 0 in case of translation invariant experiments. It is only necessary to compute the local behaviour of the Hellinger transforms which has been done in various cases for location experiments. In view of applications compare with the discussion of [6] .
(iii) The condition (2.3)(iii) is referred to be a LAN-condition uniform on compacts w.r.t. the remainders in connection with the local parameter which is equivalent to the equicontinuity of U6.En. In standard regular situations (when L(t) + a > 0 for t + 0) the uniformity is well known, see LeCam [9] and Ibragimov and Has'minskii [4] . The LANcondition in a stronger setting is used to establish global asymptotic normality, see Milbrodt [14, 151. In these papers the problem is to find a global approximation of the experiments by suitable exponential families which are asymptotically normal, see Michel and Pfanzagl [ 131 and earlier papers of LeCam [S] .
(iv) It is known that in the situation of (2.2) the equicontinuity can be deduced if the Hellinger distance satisfies a two-sided Lipschitz condition locally at 0 like c1 Irl"< d(P,,, P,) 6 c2 Itla, 0 < c1 < c2. In the translation invariant case only the convergence and the continuity of the experiments are needed.
BINARY EXPERIMENTS
The proofs depend on the subsequent results for binary experiments. Recall that a complex function cp: T + @ is positive definite if for all ntuples t 1 ,..., t, of elements of T, the n x n matrix (cp(t, -tj)) is positive semidelinite with respect to C x @. (1) YF is independent of the dominating measure p.
(3) ~~y)=j(dP/dQ)1'2+iydQ=f(dQ/dP)"2-~"dP. (5) KXY) =jn exp((f-0~) xl dp,(x), where p1 = Wog(dQlW I P) denotes the log-likelihood distribution of P on [ -00, co).
The roofs are left to the reader. Note that on the set c>o ->o dQ dcl ' 4 .
The transform YF has the following meaning. The log-likelihood distribution p, has finite Laplace transform o(z) = iu exp(zx) &r(x) on the strip {z E C: 0 < Re z < 1 } of the complex plane. The Hellinger transform HF(f, 1 -t) equals o( 1 -t) for real t E (0, l), whereas the transform YF( y) equals the Laplace transform ~(4 -iy) on the line 4 -iy, y E [w. There is another interpretation of Ydy). According to (5) &J-y)
is the Fourier transform of the measure having the ,u,-density x + exp(tx). The total mass of this measure is H,(t, t). Moreover YF= YE if F-E. Let E= (52, '?I, (P,),,.) be a translation invariant experiment for a vector space T. Then for fixed y E R the function 'pY : T -+ C, q,(t) := 5fp0,p,)( y), is positive definite on T.
Proof: Suppose that z1 ,..., z, E C, t, ,..., t, E T. Choose a o-finite measure p dominating P,,,..., Pla,f,, :=dP,Jdp. Taking {P,,, P,,} -{PO, PI,-I,} into account we arrive at Inserting y = 0 we remark that t + 1 -d2(P0, P,) is positive definite. (i) t -9 P, is 11. II-continuous.
(ii) (pY is a continuous function for fixed y E [w.
(iii) cpO is continuous in 0.
Proof (i) + (ii) Assumption (i) implies the convergence of the binary experiments {PO, P,} to {P,, PS} for t +s. According to (3.2) cp,(t) + cp,(s) for t -+ s proves the continuity of 'p, at s.
(iii) * (i) Note 4~Jt) = 1 -d2(P0, P,). Therefore t + P, is continuous in 0. The translation invariance proves the statement. 1 (3.5) EXAMPLE.. Let E= (lRk, Yk, (N(Tt, f)),, @t be a Gaussian shift with covariance IY Then q,( 2) = exp( -4 t'rt -4 y2t'Tt).
The following Lemma is well known. A proof is contained in the article of Milbrodt [16, (3.6) , (4)].
(3.6) LEMMA. Let E, be an equicontinuous family of experiments for a separable metric parameter space 0. Then (E,), is weakly sequentially compact.
MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS
In this section let E denote a continuous translation invariant experiment for a normed parameter space T (3.3). Define the positive definite function cp by q(t) = 1 -d2(Po, P,) according to (3.3) . E is said to be infinitely divisible if for every n E N there exists a nth root of E, cf. [7] . By the same definition infinitely divisible probability measures are introduced.
(4.1) Remark. If E is infinitely divisible for T= Rk then there is a uniquely determined symmetric infinitely divisible probability measure p on Rk having the Fourier transform fi = cp.
Theorem (3.3) has further immediate consequences which illustrate the connection between stable distributions and stable experiments. is a negative definite function. This means that
is positive semi-definite. Note that 1 -&(P,, P,) = cp(s -t). It is well known that the Gaussian experiment F with covariance K has the same Hellinger distance as E, cf. for x # y, K(x, x) = 8 1x1 "f (x/1x1), and f (x) = -log q(x).
In case k = 1 the result is due to Strasser [ 18, (4.1)]. Suppose that E is Gaussian with the index of stability p = 2. Then cp belongs to a normal distribution and f(x) = $x'fx follows. Therefore E is a Gaussian shift and Theorem (4.3) of [18] is proved.
PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Proof of Lemma (2.1). (ii) * (i) Choose $,(t) = YTP,(hP,,,I(0) according to (3.3) . Then rjn is a sequence of continuous positive definite functions on Rk being normed by tj,(O) = 1. By (3.2) Ii/,(t) + 5cPp,,P,I(0) =: +(t), which is a consequence of the convergence of binary subexperiments. Note that 1,5 is also positive definite and continuous. The continuity theorem for Fourier transforms shows I+,,(t) -Il/(t)l -+ 0 uniformly on compact subsets Kc Rk. Choose a compact neighbourhood K of 0 in Rk such that ) 1 -tj(t)j <s/2 on K. Then there is a positive integer n, such that d2(K,o, Pm) = 1 -$,(t) 6 I+"(t) -Il/(f)l + I1 -ti(t)l <E for all t E K and all n B n,. Thus E, is equicontinuous in 0 which is sufficient to prove Lemma (2.1), taking the translation invariance into account. The conclusion (i) 3 (ii) is well known, cf. Strasser [ 181. 1
Proof of Coroflury (2.2). By (2.1) the restriction of Us.E;,. on finite dimensional subspaces T' c T is equicontinuous. Thus Fir is stable, cf. Strasser [ 18, Theorem (2.9) ], which proves the result for F. i
The proof of Theorem (2.3) relies on the following result. The assumptions imply that E is continuous.
1. Suppose that E is symmetric which means that (I',,, P,) -{PI, P,} is valid for all t. Note that lim sup d*(Po, PA < co h-0 IhI* ' Therefore LeCam's results imply that U,-WE" tends weakly to the Gaussian shift G with the desired covariance, cf.[ll; 8, (3)].
On the other hand, choose qpy according to (3.3 ). An extension of (4.1) shows that there is a symmetric infinitely divisible probability measure pV on Rk such that &= (pv. By (3.2) (d) and (3. 
Note that the left-hand side of (II) has the Fourier transform
The integrand tends pointwise to 0 and it is uniformly bounded, (cf. below). Hence (II) follows from Lebesgue's theorem. The inequality 1 -cos x < x2 implies $1 -c0s(xJ;Is))$<s'.
Next, consider the sequence UJ;;E'I", where E"" is the nth root of E. Each of these experiments has the same Hellinger distance as E. Thus our sequence is equicontinuous. Applying (3.6), there exists a subsequence n(j) such that UmE 'M) tends weakly to some F which is continuous and translation invariant. Let @,, be the function defined in and equality follows. If we compare the different expressions for I,$~, 0: = a t'rt + y2t'r follows. By Kolmogorov's formula there exists a symmetric probability measure p?i such that vy = N(0, a;)*~,. Since the second moment of vp and it coincide pY must be degenerated, pY = .sO. Hence vy = N(0, et) and q,(t) = exp( -4 t'rt -f y2t'rt).
Thus all binary subexperiments of E are Gaussian in the sense of [7] ; compare with (3.2)(b) and (3.5). Since each infinitely divisible experiment is Gaussian if the binary experiments have this property the covariance kernel of E equals (t, s) + t/I's and the result is proved, cf. [7] .
2. The general case. Put g= (52, '?I, (Pp,),EWk).
Then El = U, -w E @ U, -~2 .!? is symmetric and case 1 applies to E, . Therefore U2 -1~2 E is Gaussian since E is infinitely divisible. Now [7, (2.9) ] yields the covariance structure of the Gaussian shift with the matrix r. 1 Proof of Theorem (2.3). In order to give a clear proof some results of [6] have to be recalled. First note that for every 0 <c < 1, fqI-$,F$t) = (1 -d2(Po, Pa,))" + c implies nd2(Po, Pa,) + -log c and vice versa. tends to $x'rx for each x by assumption (ii) and follows. Let now G be any weak accumulation point of UgnE". Then G is infinitely divisible since UsnE" arises from an infinitesimal triangular array, cf. [7] . Now Lemma (5.1) can be applied to G which shows that G coincides with the Gaussian shift F. Since the set of equivalence classes of experiments is weakly compact the convergence of UanEE" is proved.
(i)= (ii) Define L on (0, 00) by d2(Po, P,,,) = t2L(t). Then
Lemma 10 of [6] proves that L is positive localy at 0 and slowly varying. The result was proved in [6] for x'rx # 0. In the general case the following arguments are used:
( Then n(k) d2(Po, P,,,) + $x'rx follows since 8n(k)/8n(k)P, + I. The same arguments can be applied to e, and (ii) is proved. The equivalence of (i) and (iii) is well known if we take the equicontinuity of U6.E" into account (2.1) and compare, for example, with Strasser [ 19, (80.6) , (80.13)]. 1
